A REWARD FOR OUR ENGLAND FOOTBALL PLAYERS.....
THE DENTLEY CONTINENTAL DTs
The Uber Car for Today's Mega Footballer.
The clues are there. The pushy dark mesh radiator grille, ringed by bright metal that shrieks
aggression. The aggressive lower bumper with its three air intakes. The dark rear valance,
with its aggressive twin exhaust tailpipes shaped into an elongated, aggressive side-on figure
eight. The pink enamel Dentley winged ‘D’. These are the tell-tale signs of the all-new Dentley,
aggressively powered by a 6.0 litre V10 engine.
From the distinctive bass beat of its ten cylinders at idling speed to the glorious snarl of fullthrottle acceleration, the all new DTs V10 offers an exhilarating, involving and passionate
route to your next game. All-wheel drive and a two-speed transmission transmit its power to
the road with unshakable precision. This is Dentley – the 'voiture' that gets a result!
The Dentley DTs. Believe us, they don't come better than this.
You can be the special one to own one!
Inside, the 'rising head’ front seats can be specified with an optional neck warmer feature, tempting
you to enjoy open-top motoring on your way to penalty practice. Choose flavoured aircon to waft
you along while remaining cool. Unique to the Dentley DTs V10 model is the Dark Trombone
Curly Walnut veneer trim, giving the interior a fresh, contemporary look.
As standard, the Dentley DTs comes with a twelve channel, twelve speaker system, with 150GB of
storage for music. Music can be played via an iPod, MP3 player, the car’s own six-disc CD changer,
SD card, Blackberry, Kindle, etc.
Special Features!!
Beer dispenser (24 pint capacity).
Boot refresher.
Lie-flat reclining seats at the back with automated turndown.
---------------------------------------And check it out with your accountant! It doesn't cost more than half a week's pay!
DENTLEY – IT GETS A RESULT!!!!!!!

